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Foreword

In Indian agriculture, in the recent past is experiencing challenges due to
climate variability in terms of delayed monsoon onset; breaks in monsoon,
frequent dry spells and high intensity rainfall. These variation affect agricultural
production adversely, however, application of climate resilient technologies
would facilitate overcoming these challenges. For instance,excess runoff
during high intensity rainfall may be harvested and used for improving moisture
availability through community mobilization and investing in rainwater
harvesting. Similarly, harvesting seasonal streams diverse agro-climate ensure
water availability beyond rainy season and would improve cropping intensity,
promotes diversity and above all increases the resilience of farmers in the
event of crop failure due to ill distribution of rainfall.
In this context, National Initiative on Climate Resilient Agriculture (NICRA)
implemented by 100 KVKs across the country has been advocating practices
that impart resilience to agriculture through such initiatives. KVK, Gumla
has documented the process of effective application of climate resilient
technologies and is being published by Zonal Project Directorate, Zone-II.
The publication illustrates the process behind the success of harvesting and
storing rainwater from a seasonal stream and the effect on the community.
I compliment the Programme Coordin-ator, KVK, Gumla and the Zonal
Project Director, Zone II and Coordinator of TDC-NICRA for bringing out the
publication entitled ‘Sand Bag Check Dam – a case of successful mobilization
of community resources against climatic variability’.

(K. D. Kokate)
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Preface
National Initiative on Climate Resilient
Agriculture has given an opportunity to
several KVKs to demonstrate climate
resilient agricultural practices in the
context of the challenges faced by
vulnerable communities due to climate
variability. The project has also provided
a platform for vulnerable communities
to address crucial climate related issues
often encountered by them. Although
the project prescribes modular approach
to address climate variability challenges,
there is enough scope for development of
interventions and their implementation
at grassroots level. This has infused new
enthusiasm among the communities as
it is promoting several initiatives that
are helping to build the community
capacity. Thus, the KVKs are able to
harness the latent energy present in the
community by awareness building and
facilitation. These processes are also
significant in bringing lasting changes
within the communities since they are
imparting a sense of ownership among
the members of the community.

in identifying, acting and sustaining the
outcome of a unique intervention. The
focus here is not on the technology but
on how a community was enabled to
adopt a practice that would eventually
make them free of water scarcity both
for human and livestock consumption
and agriculture. The story also narrates
the cascading effects of the success
and prosperity the collective efforts of
the community have brought along.
It was indeed a valuable learning
experience for all those who were
associated with implementation of
interventions, monitoring of progress
and documentation of overall outcome.
Although this is a very simple
intervention, it has the potential to
bring several changes both in material
prosperity and mindsets. We wish that
this publication spreads the simple idea
of harvesting runoff in seasonal streams
by laying across low cost check dams
and making vulnerable communities a
little more resilient to the impending
risks of climate variability.

In this publication, we bring out a story
of successful community participation

Authors
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Fighting Climate Variability :
The Story of Sand Bag Check Dam
The Setting
The cluster of villages consisting of
Gunia, Jargatoli, Burhu, Balagada and
Kuhipat hamlets in Ghaghra block of
Gumla district, Jharkhand has around
500 households and is dominated by
Oraon tribe who cultivate just one crop
of rice during kharif. Besides, they also
cultivate ragi or maize with little or no
inputs. The tribes generally broadcast
rice and do not apply any nutrients
nor do they weed their plots. Hence,
the rice yield is very poor (just around
1500 kg/ha). They migrate to nearby
areas during the rest of the season as
labourers to eke out a living. A brief
summary of the baseline information is
provided in Appendix-I.

Ariel view of Gunia Village

1200 mm rainfall annually, there is a
high degree of variation in the spatial
and temporal distribution rendering
the farming community vulnerable.
There is no water storage/harvesting
infrastructure that can support agriculture during dry spells and beyond kharif
season.

Although this area receives about

Table 1: Rainfall trend over the past decades
Decadal average

Decadal trend
No. of rainy days
No. of Dry Spells During Kharif Season
No. of Intensive Rainspells

1981-90

1991-2000

2001-2010

128

122

107

> 10 days

5.1

4.4

5.0

> 15 days

01

-

01

> 20 days

-

-

02

> 60 mm/day

Average Annual Rainfall (mm)

1

3.8

4.2

06

1423

1623

1361
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availability during rabi and summer
for increasing cropping intensity
can reduce the vulnerability of the
community to the climatic variability
being faced by the farmers.

The villagers suffered from scarcity
of water for domestic and agriculture
use despite having a seasonal stream
Mahasaria. Due to erratic rainfall in
the past few years, the stream dries up
by mid January leaving little scope for
cultivation beyond kharif season. Having
understood the issues of vulnerability of
the farming community in the cluster
of villages, the NICRA project staff of
KVK, Gumla engaged the community
in a series of discussions during mid
2011.

Collective Action and its Outcome
Interaction with the villagers indicated
their keenness to cultivate their fields in
rabi as well, provided they had access to
water resource. The scientists at KVK,
Gumla in consultation with the villagers

Problem Statement and Diagnosis
After several round of visits to the cluster
of villages, interaction and discussion
with the villagers, NICRA project staff
at KVK defined the problem and its
solution as follows :
The vulnerability of the farmers to
the current climate variability is very
high, as they are able to cultivate only
one crop in kharif season which is also
faced with intermittent dry spells.
Besides, the cropping intensity is also
low because of non availability of water
for cultivation of crops during post
rainy season. Providing water security
for overcoming dry spells during
Kharif season and extending water

Villagers meet during launch workshop

Farmers filling up cement bags with sand
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decided to try and extend the availability
of water in Mahasaria stream by arresting
its flow with the help of a sand bag check
dam. The idea was readily accepted by
the villagers and they came forward to
contribute their labour (shramdaan) to
lay a sand bag check dam across the
rivulet. Civil engineers of Birla Institute of
Technology, Mesra located near Ranchi
were consulted to select an appropriate
location for laying the sand bag check
dam. The engineers assessed the peak
flow and gave a rough estimate about
the width and height of the check dam.
The villagers were so excited about
trying the idea of building sand bag
check dam that they started off working
on it on one morning in the middle of
December, 2011. Nearly 500 villagers
gathered on the banks of Mahasaria and
started filling nearly 600 empty cement
sacks (procured by paying ` 2 each by
KVK) with sand. While one group of
people filled sand and closed the bags
by tightly securing them with strings, the
other began laying them one above the
other across the flow of water. The bags
were arranged in two rows with about a
meter’s gap in between in which sand
was filled and trampled for the required

strength. As the villagers raised the
height of the check dam by placing
sand bags row by row, the water level
rose along with it simultaneously. This
was indeed spectacular and the fruit of
collective labour was realized instantly.
The rising level of water raised villagers’
enthusiasm as well. By the evening of
that day, a 100 m long, 3 m wide and
2 m tall check dam was ready retaining
a large amount of water behind it. The
whole day was very productive and the
villagers went home with a sense of
accomplishment.
The next morning was not like other
mornings they had seen for ages.
Before the sun reached the middle of
the sky, hundreds of farmers from the
neighbouring villages started gathering
on the banks of Mahasaria and walking
across the river on the newly built check

Jubilant villagers after accomplishing the mission
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dam. The impression of the check dam
in the minds of other villagers was so
strong that they also started mobilizing
themselves to identify appropriate
locations for laying such check dams.
Following that, by the end of December,
2011, eight more sand bag check
dams were built across Mahasaria.
This was perhaps one of the quickest
adoption of a water harvesting option
over a geographical area in the state of
Jharkhand.

Channels carrying water

Farmers got together and dug channels
to divert water into their farms. Many
farmers had kept their fields ready for
cultivating vegetables while some others
wanted to try wheat on a limited scale.
For the first time in the history of Gunia,
farmers raised a successful crop of
vegetables in about 10 ha and wheat in
about 50 ha during rabi 2011-12. This
has diversified the cropping system and
minimized the risk besides increasing
avenues of income. The details of
wheat and vegetable crops raised and
their yield are provided in the following
table.

The series of check dams unleashed
farmers’ aspirations for cultivating
second and third season crops (rabi

Diverting water for check dam

Learning : As expected, the flow of
water did not reduce after December
and fresh flows came into the stream
later during the month. This resulted
in slight damage to the check dam and
villagers learned their lessons well. They

and summer). This was again another
first- of-its-kind initiative by the farmers
of Gumla district. It was now time for
farmers to take the water impounded
behind the check dam to their farms.

4
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decided that the check dam would be
laid only by January henceforth.
It may be noted that this intervention
did not require high investments but
just an innovative idea of reducing
the flow of the stream and extending
the availability of water beyond kharif
season. It also showed the farmers,
development workers and the state

Farmers laying check dam

Table 2: Details of wheat and vegetable cultivation

Crops

Variety

No. of
farmers

Area
(ha)

Measurable
indicators of
Yield (q/ha)

1

2

3

4

35

Avinash,

Economics
( `/ha)
Gross
cost

Gross
return

Net
return

BC

5

6

7

8

9

50

32.00

17300

35200

17900

2.03

10

0.75

128.29

25500

76974

51474

3.01

Tulsi

10

0.75

160.42

30000

96252

66252

3.20

Arka Avinash

06

01

130.32

25500

78192

52692

3.06

Supar Rasna

03

0.5

215.35

40000

129210

89210

3.23

Cereals (2011-12)
Wheat

PBW-343

Vegetables (2011-12)
Okra

Tomato
Cow pea

Ravina

26

02

57.42

30000

91872

61872

3.06

Bottle gourd

Gaurav

32

2.5

130.50

35000

130500

95500

3.72

Ridge gourd

Dharidar

05

0.5

104.25

32000

104250

72250

3.25

Bitter gourd

Chaman

20

01

106.15

32000

127380

95380

3.98

Bitter gourd

Selection
Kathi no.-1

09

0.5

81.27

31200

97524

66324

3.12

Sponge
gourd

Jhalak

18

0.5

115.24

32500

115240

82740

3.54

139

10

–

–

–

–

–

Total
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is an example of how a small idea can
go a long way in contributing towards
increasing cropping intensity and food
security
The Impact
The news of success of sand bag check
dam in Gunia spread across the district
of Gumla and soon the district officers
Farmers visit a wheat field on the Field Day

administration as to how vast stretches
of land left fallow for want of water
could be brought under cultivation
during rabi and summer. It also revived
the collective spirit of villagers that could
make a difference to their livelihood.
Although it is not a sophisticated
technology, it is indeed a community
based approach that can give hope to
many communities suffering from water
scarcity, resultant low productivity and
lack of livelihood opportunities. This

started visiting the spot and talking to
farmers and KVK about NICRA and its

A bumper crop of rice cv. Lalat

Cement check dam built by district administration

District Development Commissioner
discussing with project leader and farmers
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initiatives. The district collectorate also
got to hear about the success of check
dam in the remote cluster of villages in
Gumla. During the year 2012, the area
under second and third crop increased
significantly. Over 120 acres of wheat
was sown in this cluster of villages and
many more farmers took to cultivation
A farmer happy with his good crop of mustard

of vegetables (list of farmers with details

(see Appendix-II). Followed by this, the
construction of two pucca check dams,
one each at Gunia and Jargatoli was
completed by end of February, 2013.
The Member of Legislative Assembly of
Bishunpur constituency visited the check
dam at Jargatoli and was impressed
with the work. Keeping in view the
utility of the intervention, he funded
from the MLA-LAD the installation of
water lifting device (currently operated
by diesel on cost sharing basis). The
device is shortly going to be electric
powered, electrical poles have now
been erected to this cluster. The past
two years were eventful in the history
of Gunia cluster during which several
changes triggered from laying of a sand
bag check dam to cement check dam
and other improvements that came
thereafter. The villagers give NICRA
Project of ICAR the credit for the chain

of wheat and vegetable cultivation
in Table-2). The district agricultural
department acknowledged that it was
for the first time wheat was cultivated
on such a large scale in any one block
of the district. Meanwhile, the minor
irrigation division of the Gumla district
administration identified nine locations
for constructing a series of pucca check

The kutcha road (left) leading
to the KVK replaced with concrete road

dams on Ghaghri nala, Bansari nala
and Gomath nala in Ghaghra block and
floated a tender worth ` 3,94,72,402/-

7
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years. Normally, district administration
funds NGOs to implement such
projects. But, as an exception; KVK,
Gumla was offered this project based
on its performance under NICRA being
implemented in Gunia cluster.
The media, both print and electronic,
visited and covered the Gunia success
story
extensively
(Appendix-IV).
Dainik Jagaran, a leading Hindi daily
newspaper which recognizes achievers
every year from various walks of
life, recognized Dr.Sanjay Kumar,
Programme Coordinator, KVK, Gumla
and the Principal Investigator of NICRA
for the year 2012 in agriculture sector.

Local TV channel interviewing a farmer in the cluster

of events leading to these improvements.
The villagers, district administration
and the media have come to know and
appreciate the role a KVK can play in the
development of a region. Recognizing
KVK as an important institution in
heralding development in a district, the
Gumla district administration laid one
km stretch of all-weather road (cement)
leading to KVK farm from the main
road which was until recently a kutcha
road.

The story of sand bag check dam does
not intend to highlight the success of an
intervention alone, it equally underscores
community mobilization by KVK Gumla
to address a common cause. The impact

Influenced by the outcome of NICRA
interventions in the Gunia cluster,
the Deputy Commissioner, Gumla
district invited KVK, Gumla to submit a
proposal for a prototype project funded
by the Government of Jharkhand on
water conservation, irrigation and
land development in ten villages of
Majhgaon panchayat of Dumri block
(Appendix-III). The project has an outlay

Dr. Sanjay Kumar, Programme Coordinator and Project
Leader being honoured by Dainik Jagaran

of ` 89,89,000/- for a period of three
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of such cases needs to be brought into
the notice of all the stakeholders so that
farmers of other areas also benefitted for
the overall development of agriculture.

does not end with completion of check
dam, beneficial effect accrued out of
this innovative idea has also forced the
district administration to become a part
of the entire success story. Uniqueness

Appendix - I

Baseline Information
Climatic Vulnerability :

Name of the village
District
No. of households
Total cultivated area
Major soil types

Gunia
Gumla
320
523 ha
Sandy loam and
clay loam
Mean annual rainfall : 1233 mm
Major crops
: Paddy, maize,
black gram,
groundnut, niger
and wheat
Climate vulnerability : Drought, heat
wave and cold
wave

Gumla has a sub-tropical climate
with temperatures of 20-400C during
summer and 3-210C during winter. The
major climatic variability took place in
the village during 2011-12 was less
number of rainy days coupled with high
intensity rainfall.
Predominant farm enterprises
Monocropping is predominant in the
village with cultivation of different field
crops during kharif while fields are
left fallow during rabi. Farmers having
assured irrigation facilities cultivate
vegetables and fruit crops. Livestock
enterprise includes rearing of small and
large ruminants and backyard poultry.

:
:
:
:
:

Area and productivity of major crop
Crop
Paddy
Black gram
Groundnut
Niger
Maize
Wheat
Finger
millet

9

Area
(ha)
395
60
25
25
30
20
02

Yield (q/
ha)
16.0
6.7
8.3
1.5
14.5
16.5
7.0
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Major sources of irrigation
Most of the cultivated area in the village
is rainfed. About 20 farmers have open
wells as source of irrigation. In addition,
there are three community ponds in the
village. Although two small streams flow
through the village, farmers have not yet
tapped the water for irrigating crops.

Source
Open well (20)*
Canal
Ponds (3)
River (2)

Area (ha) under
irrigation
15
Nil (defunct)
2.5
Nil

*Figures in parentheses are numbers

Appendix - II

Construction Work of Series Checkdam
on Ghaghri Nala, Bansari Nala And
Gomat Nala In Block - Ghaghra
Top of Form
Bottom of Form
Minor Irrigation Division
Gumla - Jharkhand - India
Executive Engineer of Minor Irrigation
Division, Gumla, Jharkhand invites tenders
notice for construction work of series
checkdam on Ghaghri Nala, Bansari Nala
and Gomat Nala block-Ghaghra at districtGumla. Tender document can be collected /
downloaded from Gumla.
Notice Type
: Tender Notice
l Tender Scope
: Domestic
l Tender Value
: `  3,94,72,402/l Project Period
: 335 Days
l Category
: Civil Construction 		
			 Works
l Products
: Construction Work
l Tender Due Date : 23 Feb 2012
1. http://www.jharkhandtenders.gov.in
2. http://2.imimg.com/data2/LN/PN/HTT947/947_2012-02-11_1328937783.jpg
3. http://tenders.indiamart.com/		
details/864833975/
l
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Appendix - III
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Media Coverage
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